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The Ministry of Justice(MOJ) allowed
the children of undocumented migrant
workers to get ‘special stay permit’ for
a certain period of time.
The MOJ explained, "We permit them
to stay a little longer as a special case
because they might be disadvantaged
of learning gap or maladjustment after
they returned to their country, in case
foreign children must leave Korea in the
middle of their semesters."
Moreover, the ministry said that this
decision came as a result of "The 1st
Policy Meeting for Immigrants" held on
May 26th, which agrees with the spirit
of UN Agreement on Children Rights
△photo from Kyonghyang newspaper
and comes through the collection of
public opinions by civil rights groups,
academic world, related administration
▶The permit recipients for special
offices.
stay
- Child and its Father or mother who
The number of children (under age are agreed to the requirements
18)
from
undocumented
migrant
- Undocumented migrant workers’
workers’ family in the end of July, 2006 children who are staying on the report
reaches a total of 8,184. Among them, day (within voluntary report period)
elementary school children (ages from 6
① Children who were born in Korea
to 13) are about 4,188 (But, except or entered into Korea with parents and
some nations like U.S. Japan, and continue to stay and are now learning
Australia, the true number of the at Elementary school
applicable
countries
like
China,
② The real father or mother should
Mongolia, and Philippine etc. is about be able to rear his/her child
1,130.)
③ The parents of the child should
submit a written promise that they will
teach their own country’s language and
EXCHANGE RATES
culture after they return to their
homeland
※Elementary school children only are
available
Country
Currency
Rate

▶Ways to get Special Stay Permit

- Up to the 30th
day
since
the
graduation
day
for
students
who
will
graduate in February,
2007.

▶Documents
prepare

to

①
Schoolchildren
card (취학아동 신고서)
②
Passports
of
parents and children
or travel certificate (부
모 및 아동의 여권 또는
여행증명서)
③ Filiation certificate (친자관계 확인서
류)
④ A certificate of studentship issued
by a schoolmaster (초등학교장 발급 재학
증명서)
⑤ A written promise of returnee’s
adaptation training after homecoming
(아동의 귀국적응교육 이행각서)
※ In case they are cracked down by
police even during voluntary report
period,
they
are
excluded
from
redemption lists. Yet, they will be
provided
30
days
as
departure
preparation
period
since
each
semester’s vacation day in order to
avoid children’s learning gap.
***

- According to Article 28, Clause 1
of UN Agreement for Children’s Rights,
all children are supposed to have the
right to get elementary education. And
by Clause 2, the country involved has
to guarantee that children should have
the
above
rights
without
any
discrimination
by
their
parents’
race
and
▶Qualifications of Stayer
- Children : General Training (D-4 so on.
- By the Article 29, the country
visa)
concerned is required to consider
- Parents : Others (G-1 visa)
children’s personality and talent and to
develop their spiritual as well as
▶Periods of Stay
- Up to the last day of school physical ability. AWN
semester of the next year (the end of
February, 2008) of the voluntary report
period.

- In case they report voluntarily their
present status to regional immigrant
office during September 1 – November
30, 2006, they will get special stay
permit.
※It's temporal action.
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Worker's Opinion

A Pray to Fish and Birds
By Daiman Azam, Pakistani Worker
I will never forget the twelve year-old child crying for pain.
His two arms were bleeding after brutal cut off.
A month ago, I happen to witness Lebanon people including
children struck by Israeli's indiscriminative firing from CNN news.
To obtain more news, I searched local newspaper web sites
through the Internet. Israel insisted that they have attacked
Hezbollah but more civilian were sacrificed from the conflict and
over 1,300 people died from the attack. That was the last figure
I heard.
Who would bear the responsibility of those innocent
sacrifices? The artillery fires barely stopped a few days ago but
without punishing any responsible post, the vicious cycle will
continue as form of retaliation and punishment.
In my personal view to this Lebanon situation, although the
United States could possibly stop the tragedy, it didn't pay any
effort to do so. To be more honestly, it is to be blamed for
causing the war and using both parties for own interests.
From the history, US have supported martial power in Afghan
and provoked to start war, In order to restrain Soviet Union. I
suppose this is the same as those history. All Islamic countries
are suffering from both the disgraceful name of 'Terrorist' and
the attack caused by U.S. It is unavoidable to follow the rules
of world order established by almighty U.S. power as rest of
other countries in the world. However, instead of obtaining

superior and secure status, it is
experiencing threats and fear of
terrorism as they already had in
Sep. 11, 2001.
I had several difficulties while
living in Korea for three years
but I have never heard of any
terror or bomb explosion. I
suppose this is because there
are relatively more honest and
no harm intended people living
here. With no reason at all or harass or attack other country
because of own national interests.
But if to raise any attack or war for native land, either it is
Korea or Pakistan, there will be no safe place any more. War
will call another war and Peace will call another peace.
World still says 'Muslim=Terrorist' equality as a concrete fact
but Islam never admit killing human beings.
When I visited Islamic mosque in Dusil, I prayed for
Lebanon's peace with other Muslim friends. I sincerely hold my
hands and prayed and it was other than anyone in the mosque.
I pray for fish in the sea and birds in the sky before starting
my pray. I believe they will convey my message to the god and
pay effort to make such world. Give a peace to Lebanon.

"We should never let KFSB have the right to EPS!"
From January 1st, 2007, the Industrial Trainee System will be abolished and integrated into the Employment Permit
System(EPS). The government, however, plans to give the right of control of EPS to Industrial Trainee controlled groups such
as the Korea Federation of Small and Medium Business(KFSB). The government had promised to settle the management of
migrant workers system with public government bodies, but the government is destroying their rules made by themselves. The
government is making EPS 'the second Industrial Trainee System' ignoring migrant workers rights and their protection.

Who is KFSB? It is the group that only looks for profit through migrant workers and has made absurdity of labor sending
and human rights infringement through the Industrial Trainee System for the last 13 years. Therefore, giving the right of EPS
management to such a group is the same as giving up the protection of migrant workers' human rights.

Profit groups such as KFSB should never take part in EPS. The Migrant Workers System cannot be controlled by profit
groups. Let's keep and achieve migrant workers' rights by ourselves! Let's struggle together for the withdrawal of the
government's plan to let KFSB join the EPS management.
- Withdraw government's plan for KFSB to join the EPS management immediately!
- Open all agendas of migrant worker system!
- Stop absurdity of labor sending and ensure migrant workers' rights!

- Oct. 17th (Tues.) Press Conference and Rally impeaching KFSB (10:00 A.M. in front of KFSB busan branch office,
Beomcheon-dong)
- Oct. 18th (Wed.)~20th (Fri.) One person rally (12:00~1:00 P.M. in front of KFSB Busan branch office)
- Oct. 22nd (Sun.) Rally with migrant workers (2:30~4:00 P.M. , in front of Judis Taehwa in Seomyeon downtown)
*Notice : We will gather and leave the FWR office together at 2:00 P.M.
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Migrant Workers' HRs Must be Improved
The Network for Migrants' Rights (NMR) conducted an
investigation into the actual conditions of the Employment
Permit System(EPS) this year, following up last year. The
research was made in two approaches: responses to
questionnaires in Korea and interviews in Vietnam and Sri
Lanka. In Korea, migrant workers from 6 sending countries,
Vietnam, Mongolia, Indonesia, Thailand, Sri Lanka, the
Philippines, which signed a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) of EPS in 2004, were questioned. In total 342 migrant
workers responded to a simple questionnaire and 22 migrant
workers responded to an in-depth questionnaire. In Vietnam
and Sri Lanka, local applicants, government officials and
local authorities were interviewed.

(1) The domestic research
The results reveal that many people tries private access to
EPS through relatives or labor supply agencies because EPS
is not sufficiently publicized in the process of recruiting
migrant workers. Expenses spent in the process of applying
for a job in Korea and being selected, are exceeding official
sending expenses. Especially, actual average sending
expenses in Vietnam run up to 5.4 times as much as the
official expenses. Preparatory education is being conducted in
the form Korean government requires, and especially, 'Korean
education' and 'Industrial safety education' is said to help
migrant workers live in Korea. In the process of signing a
labor contract, English or Korean is mostly used and thus it
is difficult for the local contractors themselves to grasp what
the contracts are about. Therefore, what they know about
their jobs before entering Korea is different from what they
actually do in Korea.
Migrant workers in Korea work 11 hours average per day
and get paid 830,000 won average per month. Their working
conditions can be summarized as cheap and intense labor.
Other working conditions such as offering lodging and
boarding are not properly implemented. Poor working
conditions are a major reason for changing workplaces.
Therefore, restrictions on changing workplaces cause very
definite damages regarding migrant workers' rights to labor
and of man. In addition, most migrant workers have suffered
from the violations of human rights in the workplaces. We can
see that migrant workers' human rights have been still
seriously violated. Besides, most migrant workers do not have
concrete plans concerning their retuning to their countries. We
need to offer them some awareness of plans after their
departure from Korea

However, even very
basic items are not
properly known. Many
interviewees in Vietnam
do not know EPS itself.
Given this situation, it
is difficult to expect the
local workers to apply
for EPS following the
procedure
Korean
government announced.
Vietnam government tries to train skilled technical hands.
Thus, the country promotes vocational schools under the
government, where the educated technical hands take priority
of working abroad. It looks like Vietnam has an effective
policy leading to economic development. The problem is that
the country lacks fairness and clarity in conducting the policy.
Consequently, the government appears to have one more step
that can be involved in unreasonable labor sending.
Sri Lanka has the less possibility of 'being illegal or
unreasonable' in the process of the job application and
selection of EPS because most related information is well
known. In addition, the country has stable labor sending
system compared to Vietnam because Sri Lankan public
schools are in charge of vocational training. However, several
problems are seen. The Minster of Labor and Overseas
Employment exclusively accepts applications for EPS and
gives priority to residents in his local election district
exploiting its right. Thus, the opportunities of application are
not equally given and are different depending on where the
minster comes from. Given this situation, the biggest
problems in Sri Lankan labor sending systems are illegal
brokers and unreasonable labor sending.

(1) Procedure before entry into Korea
We suggest that EPS system should managed according to
the overseas countries situation properly and also should be
monitored strongly for solving the present EPS problem.
Korean government must offer enough information about EPS,
labor law, Korean living, and etc. to the reserve migrant
workers before entry and government also should support
pre-education with its human resources and money.
However, the government need to build up cooperation
relationship with the International organizations and social
NGOs.
(2) Procedure after entry into Korea
Most important things are the 'abolition of limitation of
company change', 'ensure publicity on EPS management' and
'substantial education on work and migrant workers' rights'.

(2) The field research
Vietnam do not appear to have the possibility of
unreasonable labor sending due to public sending systems
between the governments. However, the actual conditions in
Vietnam are not so reasonable: Sending expenses are not
reduced; Access to information such as the procedure of EPS
application and the qualification of the application, is all shut
off; Unofficial selection lines beat official procedures.
In general, the advertisement, recruitment, procedure of
EPS should be open to everyone through mass media.

The government has insisted that they protect migrant
workers' human rights and labor rights through EPS, but it
was revealed from this EPS research that migrant workers still
faced so many difficulties such as long-hour working, law
wage, prohibition of company change and etc. Moreover,
government don't have counter measure for over 180,000
undocumented migrant workers.
Therefore, government must build up migrant policy with
ensuring migrant workers' rights and social integration getting
out of only oppressed and controlled policy. AWN
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Foreign
Crime Distorted
Distorted by
Foreign Crime
by Police
Police and
and Mass
Mass Media
Media
by Nakashima Shin-ichiroo

◆Discriminatory Police Propaganda and Mass
Media Coverage
Police and mass media have repeatedly release unfair
reports and news on foreign crime, which is fostering
prejudice and discrimination against foreign nationals. As a
result they are having difficulties in job-finding,
residence-finding in Japanese society, and sometimes their
children have to fight against bullying and ill treatment in
school. Not only mass media's willingness to carry news
stories on the cases of foreign heinous-crime suspects with
big headlines, but also police's scheme to impress that
foreign crimes are getting increasing in number, more
heinous, organized and proliferated to the local cities and
towns are very affecting on the people, with the help of
crime data of foreign visitors shown in the 'Police White
Paper.'
The increase in foreign crimes in number is presumable
as a matter of course because many more foreign visitors
are coming to Japan owing to the globalization. The
problem is police is misusing the increase of the number of
foreign arrest cases or arrested persons which is only the
result of how its crackdowns are operated, trying to create
unfair image of foreign visitors' high crime rate and laying
blames on foreign visitors or illegal alias with no residence
permits.
A recent strange phenomenon that discriminatory and
violent statements by many politicians including the
Governor Ishihara of Tokyo Metropolitan are supported by
many citizensand infiltrating not only in Tokyo but also
nationally. Furthermore, Japanese government, on December
18, 2003, issued 'Manual for Realization of the Low
Crime-rate Nation,' took up foreign crime as serious social
problem, and set a numeral goal aiming at 250,000 illegal
alias to be cut by half.

◆Statistical Data of Foreign Crime; Its Limits
and Use
(1) The number of recognized cases is supposed to be
groundless
The number of recognized cases and crime rate (number
of recognized cases per 100,000 people of the population)
are usually taken in consideration in alluding to the
fluctuation of crimes. However as for foreign crime, the
number of recognized criminal offenses or crime rate hasn't
been grasped because of uncertainty of the number of
foreign crimes out of the total number of recognized cases
in certain year. So the number of arrest cases and arrested
persons are available, although they are only the result of
crackdowns of police.
National Police Agency (NPA) proclaims foreign crime's
getting increasing, more heinous, organized and proliferating
to local cities and towns on the basis of the increase in the
total number of arrest cases, criminal offenses and special
law offenses, and arrested persons. In addition to the
mentioned above, mass media are releasing news related as
if just for fun. Limits should be known in demonstrating that
foreign crime is increasing only through the statistical
increase in the number of arrest cases and arrested
persons.

(2) The number of arrest cases of special law offenses
and arrested persons and its limits
It is usually very difficult to obtain the number of
recognized cases of Special Law offenses, where the
perpetrated don't usually exist. It differs by nature from
criminal offenses. That means the idea of total number of
arrest cases and arrested persons which is composed by
Special Law offenses and criminal offenses is not supposed
to hold good. They shouldn't be handled statistically at all.
However NPA's data on foreign crime are drawn from the
total number of arrest cases and arrested persons,
emphasizing the increase in foreign crime.
Some 80% of foreign Special Law offenders are illegal
immigrants. There were 300,000 overstays in 1993, and
207,000 in 2005, Jan. 1. Illegal immigrants (most of them
are overstays) have got reduced by 30% during these 12
years. On the other hand, the number of arrest cases for
overstay has got from 4939 to 12,516. 2.9 times as many.
The number of arrested persons, from 3,618 to 11,069, 3.1
times as many.
As I have already mentioned the number of foreign arrest
cases and arrested persons of Special Law offenses has
nothing to do with the increase of foreign crime, and how
can we explain the increase in the number of foreign crime
cases and persons by three times in spite of 30% decrease
in the number of illegal immigrants.
(3) The number of arrest cases for criminal offenses and
its limits
The reason why the number of arrest cases surpasses
that of arrested persons is because of the additional
crimes. It is strange to say that the portion of the number
of foreign arrest cases for criminal offenses is extraordinary
big in the total Japanese criminal offenses. But that is
because of how additional crimes have been counted
against foreign crime. For example, arrest cases per capita
in 2004 for overall criminal offenses in Japan are 17, while
those for foreign visitors are 36, two times as many. This
figuring is drawn from the fact that police count hundreds
or thousands for one foreign visitor or group for non
house-breaking offenses such as vending-machine attack
and car-breaking. It goes without saying that the number of
foreign arrest cases for criminal offenses does not bring out
any index that shows the increase in the number of foreign
criminal offenses.
(4) The number of people arrested for criminal offenses
and its limits
The number of foreign people arrested for criminal
offenses can be manipulated easily by how police operate
down cracking, maybe by targeting on certain crimes.
(5) Classification and percentage of arrested people
The fluctuation of the crimes committed by foreign
visitors or illegal immigrants in Japanese society can be
tracked only by studying the number of foreign visitors or
illegal aliens arrested for criminal offenses vs. the total
number of people arrested for criminal offenses in the
course of time of decade or so. The percentage of the
foreign criminal offenders in the total number of people

▶Continued to page 5
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arrested in Japan in 1993,1998 and 2004 is as follows; for
criminal offenders, 2.4%, 1.7% and 2.3%, and for heinous
criminals (murder, robbery, forced assault, arson, etc),
4.7%, 3.6% and 5.6%. 0.34%, 0.40% and 0.36% for criminal
offenses, and 2.5%, 2.0% and 2.1% for heinous crimes in
case of illegal immigrants.

Foreign crime has nothing to do with nationality, ethnic
background, race or residence permit.Individual person or
group should be blamed. Police and other public agencies
should not allude to foreign crime in the category of them,
nor claim its getting increasing, more heinous, organized
and proliferating to local cities and towns. What they are
doing is exactly fostering prejudice and discrimination
against those persons or groups.

◆ Fostered and Instigated Prejudice and Discrimination
Let me conclude that criminal offenses committed by
foreign visitors and illegal immigrants and the percentage in
the total criminal offenses are not increasing during the
recent 12-year span. And the fluctuation just corresponds
with that of Japanese crime. It is clear that foreign crime is
not a cause of the deterioration of public peace and order
in Japan, nor the hot bed of crime should be mentioned.

Over more than ten years, police are trying to make up
systematical propaganda, with mass media spreading unfair
images that foreign crime is increasing, getting more
heinous and organized, and proliferating to local cities and
towns on the basis of the data issued by the authorities.
Police and mass media's biased reports and news stories
are surely infringing the International Human Rights and
Liberation
Regulations
Article 27
and the
Racial
Discrimination Abolition Treaty Article 4. AWN

▶From page 6

Disband "death
squads", private
militias
and
paramilitary
forces operating
inside
and
outside
the
official chain of
government
command;
H
o
l
d
accountable any
members of the
military found to
be involved in
extrajudicial
killings;
instruct
the
military to cease
listing
churches
and
church
workers
as

Despite the creation of the Melo Commission, it only
serves as tool of the Arroyo regime to conduct sham
investigation and disinformation done by the military and
police forces that are the ones accused of the extrajudicial
killings and abductions by the surviving victims and the
colleagues, close relative and friends of those who have
been murdered or disappeared.
As a people we continued to suffer political turmoil since
the 70's when we in our collective power toppled the
military dictatorship of President Ferdinand Marcos in 1986.
When President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo came into power
in 2001 through similar people power uprising, she promised
of bringing about reform in the political and economic
systems of the country. However, her legitimacy as president
is being challenged due to election fraud. Under the
pretexts of the "war on terror" and a new emphasis on
internal national security, our country has become more
and more militarized, to an alarming degree.
Today, we join the rest of the world in the International
Day Against the Unabated Extrajudicial Killings and
Undeclared Martial Law in the Philippines. Peoples
organizations, from
Hongkong, Taiwan, Japan, Korea,
Indonesia, Australia, USA, Netherlands, Italy, Switzerland,
London England, Austria, Norway, among others are also
conducting similar mass actions today re-echoing common
calls for justice.
Filipino people will not allow another martial law to blight
this country again. They have echoed and continue to
echo this cry across the country, “ Never again to martial
law!”
Our broadening alliance and member organizations join
the rest of the all freedom and peace-loving peoples all
over the world to demanding the US-Arroyo regime to stop
the
unabated
extrajudicial
killings,
involuntary
disappearances, and political persecution against activists
and leaders of mass organizations and progressive partylist
groups.
We call on the government of the Philippines to:

"enemies of the state";
reverse the national security policy of making no
distinction between combatants and non-combatants within
the current counter-insurgency campaign;
Establish a fully independent Commission of Inquiry into
extrajudicial killings;
We ask
the Office
take up
Philippines

the United Nations Human Rights Council and
of the High Commissioner for Human Rights to
the matter of extrajudicial killings in the
.

Stop the extra-judicial killings in the Philippines !
Justice for all the victims of state repression!
Save life! Uphold human rights! Defend civil liberties!
Condemn and oppose the undeclared martial law in the
Philippines!

KASAMMA-KO is an Alliance of Different Filipino Migrant
Organizations in Korea.
KASAMMA-KO is a member of Migrante International,
APWSL-Korea, International League of Peoples' Struggle.
AWN
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Stop the Extra-judicial Killings
in the Philippines
activities," Lee added.
"The brazen lie of the reactionary Arroyo government
coupled with ist election fraud, and corruption will lead to
its downfall. The Melo Commission crated is nothing but a
desperate effort of Mrs Arroyo to mislead the people and to
cover-up the bloody crime against the people and save the
"the butcher" General Palparan, believed to be the one
deploying the assasins under Arroyo's command." Mark
concluded.

** KASAMMAKO statement **
Stop the extra-judicial killings in the Philippines
Condemn and oppose the Arroyo Regime’s undeclared
martial law in the Philippines
Koreans, Filipinos and International Civic groups Held
Protest Action at Philippine embassy in Seoul on September
21, 2006.
Different civic organizations in Korea composed of
Filipinos, Korean, Bangladeshi, Nepali bonded together and
held mobilizations in front of the Philippine embassy in
Seoul against the 750 victims of extrajudicial killings in the
Philippines.
The mobilization marked beginning of the series of protest
actions in Korea in line with the global campaign against
the Marcosian style of Gloria Macapagal Arroyo that lead to
the extra-judicial killings and abductions of
activists,
journalists, lawyers, union workers, students, and church
leaders, and member of progressive party lists.
"On the 34th year after the Marcos declared martial law,
the series of killings under Arroyo government is much alike
or even surpassed the Marcos's record under the current
situation in the Philippines.
"As a people we continued to suffer political turmoil since
the 70's when we in our collective power toppled the
military dictatorship of President Ferdinand Marcos in 1986.
When President Gloria Macapagal-Arroyo came into power
in 2001 through similar people power uprising, she promised
of bringing about reform in the political and economic
systems of the country. However, her legitimacy as president
is being challenged due to election fraud and massive
corruption.
"Due to the struggle of the people, the Marcos regime
came to an end. Filipino people will not allow Arroyo's
another martial law to blight this country again. People
have echoed and will continue to echo this cry across the
world-- Never Again to Martial law" Mark Padlan said member of a migrants' alliance KASAMMAKO said in the
statement.
"Many Korean activists and innocent people were killed by
our military regime, and so we feel that the Filipino
people's problem is also our problem," Lee Sang-hee, a
member of the Seoul-based lawyers' group MINBYUN, said.
"We want to give our strong solidarity to our fellow
activists in the who have to risk their lives for their daily

Today on the 34th year after the declaration of martial
law and placed the entire Philippines under Marcos’
dictatorial rule, we Filipino and Korean organizations come
together condemn the new dictatorship under the USMacapagal Arroyo regime.
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo has been implementing a
systematic campaign of annihilation against the progressive
forces in the Philippines. There are 752 victims of
extrajudicial killings. They are from the ranks of peasants,
workers, youth and students, pastors and other church
workers, health workers, lawyers, journalists, even women and
children. At least 184 have been involuntary disappeared.
Her regime’s record of extrajudicial killings for the past five
years has surpassed Marcos’ record for 14 years.
In the cities, peaceful demonstrations are violently
dispersed. Leaders, organizers and members of people’s
organizations and party-list groups are politically persecuted.
For more than six months now, Anakpawis Representative
Crispin Beltran remains in detention. At the instigation of
the US’ war on terror, the US-Arroyo regime launched the
counter-insurgency program Operation Bantay Laya
(Operation Freedom Watch).
The extrajudicial killings and adductions of unarmed legal
activists who oppose the Arroyo regime have been
perpetrated with impunity by the military, police and death
squads within the framework of Oplan Bantay Laya under
the US-dictated policy of "anti-terrorism" and have served
Arroyo in her drive to suppress opposition and to retain
power.
Operation Bantay Laya aims to crush the legal mass
organizations that are in the forefront of the struggle for
the ouster of Arroyo and against imperialist globalization
and US military intervention were branded as CPP fronts.
Thus, unarmed civilians are being slaughtered in the name
of “national security" and for the advancement of the
economic, political and military interests of the US-Arroyo
regime. The US-Arroyo regime is committing war crimes
every day for violating human rights and the international
humanitarian law.
▶Continued to page 5
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A decision came out that if a foreign industrial trainee
received less than the minimum wage, the company
should pay the balance to him or her, even though period
for wage bonds is no longer valid, which is three years.
Accordingly, foreign industrial trainees will be entitled to
refund the balance between wage they received and the
minimum wage set by the Korean government.
On September 5, the Seoul Seobu District Court
decided in favor of two Chinese plaintiffs who filed a suit
against Daenong, a textile company, for paying them as
much as the minimum wage. They retired three years
ago.
The court ruled the dependent should pay 7.4
million won to each plaintiff.
In a decision, the court said that the company
misinformed foreign industrial trainees, saying that they
were not entitled to receive the minimum wage, and let
them believe they did not need to ask for the minimum
wage.
The court went on to say that wage bonds should be
protected and the dependent's insistence that trainees'
extinctive prescription was expired was not fare.
Two Chinese trainees worked in Daenong from May
2000 through April 2002 receiving less than the minimum
wage. When their request the company for the balance
was rejected, they filed a suit against the company.

<Law Times, September 7, 2006>

Migrant workers actually paid extra charge to come into
Korea earlier apart from official charge.
On September 11, the Migrant Worker's Human Rights
Solidarity held a research on current situations after
introduction of employment permit system in the National
Human Rights Commission of Korea
and revealed a
result of questionnaire subjected to 364 migrant workers
from six different countries.
According to the result, they spent at average USD
1,759 per person, which is 2.4 times higher than USD
733, an officially researched expense by the Ministry of
Labor. In case of Vietnam, actual expense was USD
3,781, which is 5.4 times higher than an official one.
The Solidarity revealed that they did research on that in
Vietnam and found out that a Vietnamese who did not
have any acquaintance in governmental organization paid
much higher extra fee. "Some migrant workers paid up to
USD 12,000 for entering Korea. Therefore, they rather stay
undocumented in Korea to earn as much as they paid",
he added.
49.8% of those respondents did know what they would
do in Korea prior to entry. 54.9% answered that they were
allocated to work in a field, different from what they had
expected.

The Solidarity made it public that to settle with problems
with the employment permit system, the system should be
localized and monitoring should be strengthened. Also, they
insisted that migrant workers should be allowed to change
their workplace after entry and a post-support system should
be prepared.
Meanwhile, the Board of Audit and Inspection of Korea
pointed out on September 6 that to root out problems in
industrial trainee system such as misuse of industrial trainees,
workforce export irrationality and undocumented stay, the
system should be unified into the employment permit system.
However, the employment permit system still has loop holes
including long procedure of introducing migrant workforce and
export irrationality in exporting countries.

<Naeil Daily. September 11, 2006>

The government plans to start its service for foreign
residents including migrant workers and naturalized foreigners
through inter-racial marriage. The Ministry of Government
Administration and Home Affairs decided to establish draft
regulations on supporting foreigners in October in order to
include foreign residents into Korean community.
This plan is partially introduced to prevent foreign women
spouses from suffering from confront among family due to
communication problems and protect children of the
inter-racially married parents from confusing their identities
and not adjusting themselves in schools.
Additionally, they are considering to provide foreign
residents with necessary living information such as
transportation and medical facilities; to establish a wireless
paging system; to prepare a support measure in case of
disaster; to provide multi-cultural education; to promote
friendship and harmony between foreign and local residents
through cultural and sporting events; and to forster
cooperation between civil and governmental organizations
through supporting volunteers' work and civil groups. Once
this unified system is set up, foreign residents will be able to
receive all information as well as support from local
governments. Therefore, their legal status will be also
improved.
Accordingly, cities and counties in Gyeongbuk province
established their own support plans and are preparing for
starting their service next year.
Director of Agricultural Support Team in Bonghwa County
said, "Even though over 1% of the total resident in our County
were foreigners, we did not have concrete support measure to
include them into the local community. In the future the newly
introduced systematic support will largely enhance foreign
residents quality of life".
According to the National Statistical Office, as of the end of
April, number of foreign resident who stayed over 90 days in
Korea reached 536,627, 1.1% of the total Korean population.
Naturalized foreigners and children of inter-racially married
couples were 65,000 and 25,000 respectively.

<Maeil Daily, September 15, 2006>
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By Seon Kyong, counselor

How
How Can
Can II Get
Get
National Pension?

Q My name is Randy and I'm a Filipino. I was in Korea as
a Trainee for three years. During my time in Korea I made
National Pension contributions every month, but before I
came back to the Philippines, I didn't claim my pension.
Can I still claim my pension?

A From October 26 2005, Filipinos have been able to get

Foreigners now comprise over 1 percent of the nation`s
whole population, according to data released by the
government yesterday. The majority of these are migrant
workers.
The Ministry of Government Administration and Home Affairs
said 536,627 or 1.1 percent of registered residents in Korea
are foreigners, of whom 47.6 percent are migrant workers.
A further 12.2 percent are foreigners who settled here
through marriage and whose children comprise 4.7 percent of
the foreign population. The statistics also include 39,525
foreigners who have acquired Korean citizenship.
By nationality, Chinese foreigners are the biggest group at
46.1 percent, followed by southeast Asian countries (23
percent,) south Asian countries (6.3 percent,) and the United
States (4.8 percent.) Notably, the ministry found that 31.7
percent of the Chinese group were "joseonjok" or ethnic
Koreans from China, whose parents fled to China before the
formation of the modern Korean state in 1945, leaving them
without citizenship.
Sixty-five percent of foreign residents live in the Seoul
metropolitan area, including Gyeonggi Province and Incheon.
The study did not include foreigners illegally residing in the
country.
The survey is part of the government`s effort to launch a
series of support measures for the foreign population, such as
improving public services for them to better adjust to Korean
society.
At the beginning of the year, the ministry said it will establish
an integrated support system for foreigners as the nation is
fast becoming a multinational society.
Under the plan, the government will provide Korean language
education, as well as clearly explain local traffic regulations and
trash disposal practices.

National Pension. Filipino subscribers, who contributed to
National Pension before October 26 2005, can collect the
National Pension before returning to the Philippines. But
National Pension has to be claimed within 5 years from the
date to finishing its contribution.
For example, a person who went back to the Philippines
before October 26 2005 must claim their pension by
October 26, 2010.
However, a person who has already returned to the
Philippines has to have a legal representative who is in
Korea apply for them.
To do this, you have to write a letter of attorney in
English, take it to the Korean Embassy in the Philippines,
and then be interviewed by a notary.
The letter of attorney in English then has to be
translated into Korean, after which a second interview is
conducted. If possible, it is best to have the letter of
attorney both in English and Korean in order to save time.
Once you have been granted approval by the Korean
Embassy, then your representative in Korea can apply to
the National Pension Corporation to claim your pension for
you.
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Legal advice for problems such as disputes over lease
contracts will also be provided.
The government plans to update its websites in English and
publish newsletters to provide information and advice to
foreigners. [Korea Herald 2006-06-08]
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